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RG-50.568.0072 
Karlis Aleksandrs Pavlovics. Interviewed May 20, 2016 (in Latvia) 
This is the story of a Latvian bystander. 
 
 Born 10 August 1928 in Bezspils (Dezspils?) village of Bebrenskaia oblast (?), 
Latvia. There were 6 children in the family. His father was a shoemaker. In 1934 the 
family moved to Preili, then predominantly a Jewish town with 1,600 Jews. Most Jews 
were traders and shopkeepers. His father worked for a Jew named Yankel and because 
of his trade, his father knew some Yiddish. Karlis remembers several wealthy Jewish 
families who lived on Daugavpilis Street: Berman, Tarogen (?).  Although Jewish children 
attended a separate school, Karlis claims he had Jewish playmates, though he cannot 
remember their names. Responding to a very specific question from the interviewer, 
Karlis admits that as a child he heard stories that Jews needed Christian blood to make 
matzos.  
 When the war began in 1941, some 300 Jewish families were evacuated to the 
USSR; the remainder stayed behind and perished. (Karlis thinks the Jews could not 
imagine the tragedy that was to befall them.) Within two weeks of the German 
occupation, Jews were ordered to wear yellow stars on front and back. Soon the town’s 
Jews (approx.. 1,300) were assembled at the synagogue on the pretext of resettlement. 
One day in the pre-dawn hours they were herded past the Jewish cemetery to the edge 
of town. That morning Karlis’s mother woke him up early [to watch? He doesn’t say.]. 
The Jews were ordered to dig pits of 20 meters in length and then the Jews were shot 
and fell into the pits. From a distance, Karlis knew that they were Jews by their yellow 
stars. Karlis could hear the shots though he claimed he did not witness the shooting, as 
the area was under armed guard. But Latvians who lived close to the killing field later 
talked about what happened. After the shooting, Karlis could come closer to the pits. He 
saw the tops of heads, not completely covered by sand. He could also hear the moaning 
of Jews buried but still alive. One German commander led the operation; the shooters 
were all local Latvians (joined by villagers from Livan). Karlis claims that the Latvian 
perpetrators had no animus against the Jews. Rather, they were trying to help the 
Germans. In addition, they were offered Jewish possessions. The perpetrators wore no 
uniforms, only red armbands. Altogether, there were about 20 shooters.  

In a striking moment in the interview, Karlis names three of the shooters: Peteris 
(or Petras) Rubelis (?), Kometas (?) Muneks (Mulneks?), and Adams Svalbis (?) [Here 
Karlis is not an eyewitness but rather heard these men boasting later, in come cases 
after returning from postwar Soviet imprisonment.] 

In another striking moment, Karlis relates that Franciska Kokins, who lived close 
to the killing ground, told him that during the killing, Jewish women pleaded with their 
executioners to spare them – and called out their names: Peter, Adam, etc. – as if to 
underscore that they were killed by Latvians they knew, their neighbors.  
 Germans took the possessions of the wealthy Jews, and the Latvian collaborators 
took the possessions of the rest. In this, the perpetrators were the wives of the 
shooters, including the wives of Rubelis, Munkis and Svalbis. Karlis did not see the actual 
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pillaging but saw the wives leaving Jewish neighborhoods with cartloads of household 
items.  
 After the shooting, Berman’s brother, a grain merchant, hid in the Pavlovics’s 
barn where he was discovered one morning when Karlis’s mother went to milk the 
cows. Berman pleaded to Pavlovics to hide him, but Karlis’s father told him that their 
house was too close to town and there were 6 children, so they could not take him. 
Later, Karlis heard that Berman perished.  
 On the other hand, on the other side of town a Latvian brother and sister named 
Ushkans (Pushkans?) hid some Jews. A German soldier saw them but walked by.  
 Before their retreat, the Germans in gray uniforms (Karlis is not sure whether 
they were convicts or POWs) dug up the bodies and burned them on wooden pyres. The 
burning took about a month. Karlis learned this from Muneks (Mulneks?) and Franciska 
Kokins, who lived close to the killing ground. According to Karlis, the stench was so 
terrible that the cows groaned. 
 The Jewish houses remained empty during the war but beginning in 1944 were 
occupied by refugees [presumably, Latvians], who followed the Soviet army. The 
Pavlovics family bought the Zilberman house. 
 The interview ends rather abruptly. 
  
 
Summary Notes: 
At the very beginning, Karlis gives the names of his birthplace village and province, 
before the family moved to Preili in 1934. He also names some Jewish families who lived 
on Daugavpilis Street in Preili. All of this is 3-4 minutes. 
 
   At about 26:12 is where he names three shooters. 
 
   At about 38:19 he names a Latvian who saved Jews. 
 
   At about 50:00 he repeats the names of the shooters as those who told him about the 
burning of the corpses before the Germans retreated. 
 
Karlis's father's brother was in a Latvian partisan unit and was later shot by the Soviets. 
The partisan unit is named near the beginning. 
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